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Necessary and sufficient conditions, without convexity requirements, are 
given for a multiobjective duality, extending J. Zowe’s result, which is a multi- 
objective version of W. Fenchel’s duality in scalar optimization. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Zowe [6] gives, within the multiobjective optimization, a general method of 
associating to a primal problem “minimize (f(z) - g(z))” a dual one “maximize 
wm - f”V)>~” wheref:F+ V, g: G-t V, F, G C X, with X a real vector 
space, V a real, order complete vector lattice [4], F, G convex, f convex, g 
concave. Zowe’s construction of the dual problem extends the Fenchel “con- 
jugate” construction [l, 21, and under the condition that the primal or dual 
problem has an extremum, it implies that both have the same extremal value. 
Among other applications of the duality, a multiobjective version of the Kuhn- 
Tucker theorem is given. 
It is important to mention [6, Remark, p. 2791 that Zowe’s duality result is 
essentially of algebraic nature, being a separation property between the epigraph 
off and hypograph of g. 
The present paper extends twofold Zowe’s duality result, first, by dispensing 
with the convexity requirements concerning F, G, f, and -g and second, hy 
giving a necessary and sufficient duality condition. These results are based on 
the notions of convex, respectively concave closure of a function. The main 
tool used in the paper is the necessary and sufficient condition for sepa- 
ration given in Lemma 4. There, the assumption that V is order complete 
is essential. 
In the presence of suitable topologies on X and V, one can obtain a “parallel” 
construction: Under additional (topological, continuity) conditions on F, G, f, 
and g one obtains stronger (continuity) properties of the extremal solution T,, 
of the dual problem. 
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2. CONVEX, CONCAVE CLOSURE OF A FUNCTION 
Given a real vector space X and F C X, F # @, denote by c(F) the convex 
hull of F. For x E c(F) denote 
! 
(*) 12 = 0, 1,2,... 
Z(F, x) = (A, ,..., A,) E [0, l]“+r (**) A,, + ... + A, = 1 
(***)3xo,...,x,~F:x=hOxO+...+hnxn ’ 
then, obviously Z(F, x) f 0. 
Call cc~nwex star of F, the set 
k(F) = {(x, 4, ,..., kz) I x E c(F), (4, ,..., U E V’, 4. (1) 
Suppose the set of multiobjective valuation is given by a real, order complete 
vector lattice (V, <), that is, a real vector space V, with the partial order < 
defined by a positive cone K [4] satisfying K n (--K) = {0}, [O, co) * KC K, 
K + KC K, as well as the condition that inf U exists for any nonvoid, bounded 
from below UC V. 
Given a function f: F -+ V denote by 6(f) the set of all (x, A,, ,..., A,) E k(F) 
such that 
exists and call the function f^ : 6(f) -+ V defined by (2), the conwex closure off. 
Similarly, denote by k(f) the set of all (x, h, ,. . . , A,) E k(F) such that 
exists and call the function f : k(f) -+ V defined by (3) the concarle closure off. 
Obviously, 
VxxF, h, ,..., X,E [0, I], A() + ... + A, = 1: 
(x, 4, >..., U E k(F), 
(x7 Al ,.-., 4) E R(f) 3 f(? 4l ,*.., hz) < f(x), 
(x, Al >*a*, u E R(f) =+ f (4 ax, 43 ,*a-, &J. 
(4-l) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
One now easily obtains: 
LEMMA 1. Suppose F convex. Then 
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(i) f corr~ex, only if h(f) = k(F) andf^(x, A) = f(x), tr(x, A) E k(F). 
(ii) f concave, 0nZy if R(f) = k(F) and f(x, A) =f(x), V(x, A) E k(F). 
An important role in the sequel is played by the closure inequality condition, 
defined for a given pair of functions f: F + V and g: G -+ V, with F, G C X, 
F, G # iz; , as follows: 
(CI) f” > g’ on k(F) n k(G). 
One can notice that (CI) is equivalent to 
VA, )...) &L E [O, a), x0 ,..., x, EF, yO ,..., yn E G: 
VI’) 
C 
Ogi<n 
bi = ,$I, hYi * 05gn hif(xd) 2 ,zn hidYi)* 
..\ , 
One obtains from Lemma 1, the following. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose F, G convex, f convex, and g comave. Then f and g 
satisfy (CI) only if f > g on F n G. 
3. MULTIOBJECTIVE DUALITY, NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS 
The algebraic form of Zowe’s [a multiobjective version of the Fenchel [l, 21 
duality theorem is extended in Theorem 1, below, which gives a necessary and 
sufficient condition for multiobjective duality without convexity requirements. 
SupposeF,GCX, f:F+V,g:G+V. IfFnG# .B, onecan define 
PROGRAM I. inf{f(x) - g(x) 1 x E F n G} = ? 
The dual program is defined as follows. Denote 
Fe = {T E L(X, V) / sup{ TX - f(x) 1 x E F} exists}, 
Gc = (T EL(X, V) j inf{Tx - g(x) 1 x E Gj exists}, 
where L(X, V) is the set of all linear mappings T: X-+ I’. Define f? Fe+ V, 
g?Gc+Vby 
fe(T)=sup{Tx-f(x) 1 XEF), gC(T)=inf{Tx-g(x) IxEG}. 
IfFc n Gc # (pi , one can define 
PROGRAM II. sup{gc(T) - f c(T) j T E Fo n GE} = ? 
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LEMMA 2. IfFnG# 0 andFcnGc# ia, then 
sup{g”( T) - f”(T) 1 T E Fc n G”} < inf{ f (x) - g(x) 1 x E F n G}. 
Proof. Suppose T E Fe n Gc; then obviously 
f”(T) > TX -f(x) VXEF, 
gC(T) < TX - g(x) Qx E G, 
which completes the proof, since F n G # O. 
Programs I and II are called dual, only if 
maxigO(p(T)] TEFCnGC}=inf{f(x)-g(x)jxEFnG). (5) 
The main result regarding duality (5) between Programs I and II is given in: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose 
X=(O,m)+(F-G). (6) 
If 
inf{f (x) - g(x) / x E F n G} = p, (7) 
then duality (5) holds only if f - v and g satisfy the closure inequality conditions 
(CO 
?f 
sup{gc( T) -f”(T) 1 T E FC n Gc} = 6, (8) 
then (7) holds for a certain e, E V, c > 8. Now (5) will hold only if f - e, and g 
satisfy the closure inequality condition (CI), in which case 9 = @. 
Remark 1. Obviously, (6) implies F n G # O. Further, (6) is satisfied if 
3x,EFn G:F- x,, or G - x,, absorbant. (9) 
Proof of Theorem 1. First, assume (7). If (5) holds, suppose T,, E FC n Gc is 
giving the maximum. Then f”( T,) + c = gc(T,,), therefore f - g and g satisfy 
(CI), according to Lemma 3 below. Conversely, if f - er and g satisfy (CI) then, 
because of Lemma 3 below, 
3T,,cFcn Gc:fe(TJ + e, <gC(T,,). 
Now, Lemma 2 implies 
er w(T,) -f”(T,) d supW(T) --f”(T) IiT@ n @I 
< inf(f (4 - g(x) I x EF n GI, 
which together with (7) will result in (5). 
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Assume now (8). Then Fe n Gc # m ; therefore (7) holds for a certain g E ET, 
p > V, as implied by Lemma 2. Now one can apply the first part of the proof. 
Remark 2. The conditions for the algebraic form [6, Remark, p. 2791 of 
Zowe’s multiobjective version of the Fenchel duality theorem are: 
(i) F, G convex, F - x0 or G - x0 absorbant for a certain x0 E F n G, 
(ii) f convex, g concave, 
(iii) inf{f (x) - g(x) 1 x E F n G> = c exists. 
Then, according to Corollary 1, f - v and g satisfy (CI); hence Theorem 1 
will imply the duality relation in (5), which is the algebraic version of Zowe’s 
main result [6, Theorem 2, p. 277; Remark, p. 2791. 
The following lemma gives a multiobjective version, without convexity 
requirements, of usual separation properties obtained from Hahn-Banach-type 
theorems. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose (6) and (7) hold. Then 
3T, EFc n Ge:fe(T,,) + v <g”(T,,) (10) 
only if f - u and g satisfy the closure inequality condition (CI). 
Proof. Assume (10) holds. Then 
VXEF, y E G: T,,x - f(x) + F 6 f”(To) + v <&To) G Toy - g(y); 
hence 
VXEFF, ~~G:To(x-~y)d(f(x)-9)-gg(~). (11) 
Now, assume h, ,..., X, E [0, co), x,, ,..., x, E F, ys ,..., yn E G, and &isn &xi = 
&G.isn hiyi . Then (11) results in 
0 = To ( 1 Wi - ri,) < c Uf (xi) - er) - c Myi); 
o<k$ O<i@ O&p 
therefore f - e, and g satisfy (CI). 
Conversely, assume that f - c and g satisfy (CI). Denote B = [0, co) A, 
where 
A = ((x - Y, 4 I x EF, Y E G, v E V, f (4 - v - g(y) d 4. 
For h E X, denote B, = {V E V 1 (h, U) E B}. Then 
OEB,, and QvaBO:v 30, 
VhEX:B,# m, B, bounded from below, 
(12) 
(13) 
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VheX, h #0: (14) 
I I 
3h~(O,co),x~F,y~G,x#y: 
Bh= VEV (*)h==X(x-y) 
1 ’ 
(14.1) 
c**> Yf@) - P -S(Y)) < 59 
VA E (0, co): BAh = hBh . (14.2) 
Indeed, 0 E B, obviously. Further, if u E B, then (0, U) E: B, thus 3h E [0, CO), 
xc:F, y~G:O=h(x-y), h(f(x)----g(y))<a. If A>0 then x= 
y~F~G,thusf(x)---g(y)~Oddueto(7)andthenv30.IfX=O,then 
v 3 0 obviously and the proof of (12) is completed. 
Further, (6) implies B, # ,@ with h E X. We prove now that B, is bounded 
from below. Due to (6) 3X, E (0, co), x0 EF, y. E G: --h = X,(x,, -- y,,). Suppose 
now VEB~. Then 3X, c [0, co), x1 EF, y1 E G: h = h,(x, - yl), A,(f(x,) - 
v - sh)) d v. But X0x0 + Q, = hoyo + &Y, , hence Aif - z-9 + 
Ar(f(xJ - p) 3 h,g(x,) + h,g(y,), since f - g and g satisfy (CI). Therefore 
4Mxo) - f(xo) + v) G h(f(4 - v - AYd) G vo, 
which ends the proof of (13). 
Relation (14.2) follows from (14.1), which is immediate. 
Because of (13), one can define p: X+ V by 
p(h) = inf Bh , with h E X. 
Relations (12) and (1.42) will result in 
Vh E: X, h E [0, co): j$hh) = h?(h). 
We also prove that 
‘v’hh, ,..., h,~X:h,,+~~~+h,=O~O<p(h,)+~~~+p(h,). 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
First, we note that p(0) = 0, owing to (16). Thus, one can assume in (17), 
hi # 0 with i E (0 ,..,, n). Now, if v0 E Bko ,..., ZJ~ E &, , then, according to (14.1) 
3x, )..., &I E (0, a), x0 ,..a, x, EF, yo ,a.., in E G: 
hi = A& - y,), 4(f(xd - u - idYiN < vi > Vi E (O,..., n}. 
But, obviously X,x, + ... + Anx, = A,,y, + ... + X,y, . Since f - g and g 
satisfy (CI), one obtains 
0 G c W(%> - v - g(yd) < c vi , 
O<S@ OQQ 
which ends the proof of (17). 
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According to Lemma 4 below, relations (16) and (17) imply the existence of 
T, EL(X, V) such that 
Vh E X: T,,h <p(h); 
then 
VXEF, y E G: T,(x - y) <f(x) - v - g(y), 
since f(x) - p - g(y) E B,-, . One obtains 
Vx’xF, y E G: T,x -f(x) + v < Toy - g(y), 
which implies (lo), and the proof of Lemma 3 is completed. 
4. SUBGRADIENT, SUBDIFFERENTIAL 
Given x0 E F, the subd#eerential off at x0 is the set 
a+,,) = {T E&K V) I Vx EF: T(x - q,) <f(x) - f(xo>>, 
and any T E 2f(xo) is called the subgradient off at x0 . 
Obviously 
af(xo) = (TEF” If”(T) = Tjc, -f(x&. (18) 
THEOREM 2. Suppose (6), (7), and f - v, g satisfy (CI). Gieten x,, E F n G, 
the followi% two properties are equivalent: 
(i) x0 optimal solution of Program I, that is, 
f(4 - g&J = Wf(x> - g(x) I x EF n (3 = v, 
(4 Wo) n WY-g) (54 f a 
Proof. Assume (i). Then Theorem 1 gives TO E Fe n Gc such that 
gc(T,,) - f”(T,,) =f(xs) - g(x,,) = 9. Therefore 
VXEF, y E G: T,x --f(x) + e, <fV’,) + u = S’,) < Toy - g(y). 
Choosing y = x,, , one obtains 
Vx EF: T,,x -f(x) < T,,xO -f(x& 
hence T,, E af(x,,). Choosing x = x0 , one obtains 
VY E G: - Toy - (-g(y)) < --Toxo - (-&o)h 
hence - T,, E a(-g) (x0), thus T,, E --8(-g) (x0). 
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Conversely, assume I!‘, E af(x,,) n (- a( -g) (x0)). Then 
Vx EF n G: T(x - x0) <f(x) -f(xJ, - T(” - %I) d -g(x) - (-g&J); 
hence 
Vx E F n G: g(x) - g(xJ G f(x) - f(xo), 
which implies (i), obviously. 
5. MULTIOBJECTIVE SEPARATION 
A general, multiobjective separation property is given in: 
LEMMA 4. Suppose p: X -+ V such that 
vxxx, x E [O, 00): p(hx) = Ap(x). (19) 
Then, the following two properties are equivalent: 
3TEL(X, V):vxEX: TX <p(x), (20) 
vx, )...) x,EX:XO+~~~+X,=O~O<p(xo)+~~~+p(x,). (21) 
Proof. Assume (21) holds. Then, obviously 
vx, xg ,..., x,EX:x,+‘~~+Xn=X~-p(-x)~p(x(J+~~-+p(xn). 
Therefore, one can define p: X + V by 
p(x)=inf{p(~~)+...+p(x,)iXo,.,.,XnEX,X,+...+x,=x). 
It follows easily that 
vx E x: -p( -x) <p(x) < p(x). 
Further, one can obtain 
VXEX, x E [O, Kl):p(A.x) = Ap(x). 
We prove now that 
(22) 
(23) 
vx, Y E x: p(x + Y) <p(x) + p(r). (24) 
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Indeed, suppose x,, ,..., x, , y,, ,..., ynL E X, x0 -1. ... $- ,x, = s, and y,, -- .. ;- y,)& 
= y; then su + ... + Y,, I- y,, : ... + y,,, _= s - 21, thus 
Since ,yO ,..., X, , y. ,..., yrn are arbitrary, relation (24) results. 
Relations (23) and (24) will imply [6, Lemma 3, p. 2771 the existence of 
T EL(X, V) such that TX <p(x), for x E X. T\Tow (20) results, owing to (22). 
The proof of the converse Ts immediate. 
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